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Abstract

behaviors we distinguish between the case 0  < 1 and the
case  1. Edelman and Ma [16] have recently shown that
in the rst category new \generic" behaviors occur, whereas
to our knowledge the second one has remained untreated until now. The question is how to use the existing perturbation
theory, which we call the Lidskii-Edelman-Ma (LEM) perturbation theory, in order to handle both categories algorithmically and eciently. Our main result is that every  1
case can be reduced to the 0  < 1 case for an appropriate
smaller MFPS matrix. To achieve such a reduction process,
we de ne a column reduced by valuation (CRV) form for
A(") and generalize a matricial splitting lemma. This leads
to an e ective algorithm to compute truncated expansions
of the eigenvalues of A("), for which the characteristic polynomial of A(") need not be known from the outside. These
results also suggest two di erent approaches for the computation of the "-expansions of the (generalized) eigenvectors
of A(").
Our rst motivation was the perturbation study of
some matrices A(") used in quantum mechanics, to which
Schrodinger perturbation formulas do not apply [12]. Moreover, we wanted to give insight into some particular nongeneric perturbations. In that sense, the matrix [16, example 3]
2
1 10 3
5 5 3
6 72 19
6 1 9 7
A(") = J5 (0) + 664 12 17 9 4 26 775 " (1)
0 7 5 6
10
0 0 1
6 10

In this article, we study square matrices perturbed by a parameter ". An ecient algorithm computing the "-expansion
of the eigenvalues in formal Laurent-Puiseux series is provided, for which the computation of the characteristic polynomial is not required. We show how to reduce the initial
matrix so that the Lidskii-Edelman-Ma perturbation theory [16] can be applied. We also explain why this approach
may simplify the perturbed eigenvector problem. The implementation of the algorithm in the computer algebra system
Maple has been used in a quantum mechanics context to
diagonalize some perturbed matrices and is available.

1 Introduction
Let F = C [["]][" 1 ] be the eld of MFPS (meromorphic formal power series).nThis
paper studies the eigenvalue problem for A(") 2 F n from an algorithmic point of view and
assumes that the computation of the characteristic polynomial of A(") is not allowed. The MFPS matrix A(") has the
form

A(") = "v

1
X
j=0

Aj "j (A0 6= 0) ;

with leading term A0 of arbitrary Jordan structure, and
where v 2 Zis called the valuation of A("). Without loss of
generality we may assume that v = 0, hence
A(") = A0 + A1 " + A2 "2 +    :
The matrix A(") can be seen as a perturbation of A0 by order ". The change of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of A0
(supposed to be nilpotent) under such a small perturbation
has been widely studied [26, 23, 15, 3, 13, 5] and the most
recent results are due to the numerical linear algebra community [17, 16]: generically, i.e. if we choose A1 , A2 , ... at
random, eigenvalues split into rings of radius O(" ), = 1=n
with n the size of a Jordan block of A0 . In this case, the
eigenvalue problem has been solved by Lidskii [15]. However
nongeneric perturbations exist. Among all these nontypical

whose eigenvalues satisfy p1;2;3 (") = O("1=3 ) (ring of radius
= 1=3) and 4;5 (") = 25 87585 " + o("), can now be seen as
a generic case in practice. To be more precise, eigenvalues
4 (") and 5 (") can be handled algorithmically. Finally,
we wanted to provide an implementation of an algorithm
for matrices whose entries are rational functions, which is
a subset of the set of MFPS matrices. Hence a Maple
package, called MP (Matrix Perturbations), and available at
http://www-lmc.imag.fr/jeannero/.
The eigenvalues of A(") being the roots of its characteristic polynomial f ("; ) = det(A(") I ), it is well known
[24] that each of them can be expressed in some neighborhood of " = 0 as a formal Puiseux series, i.e. each admits a
formal expansion in fractional powers of ". Let (") be an

1

up to O("q ) (resp. o("q )). An MFPS matrix A(") is nilpotent
up to order q if it has o("q ) eigenvalues only. We recall in
the next two sections why the computation of (q) (") in (5)
essentially consists in determining " .

eigenvalue of A("). It can be written

(") =

1
X
j=0

j "j=r

(2)

2.1 Computing the characteristic polynomial

with j 2 C and r  1 an integer. The leading term 0
of (") is an eigenvalue of the leading matrix A0 of A(").
The (generalized) eigenvectors xi (") associated with (")
are solutions of linear systems of the form
(A(") (")I ) xi (") = xi 1 (") (i  0)
(3)
where x 1  0. They can be written as vectors of formal
Laurent{Puiseux series [3, p.234], i.e.

xi (") = "

1
pi X xij "j=r
j=0

The computation of f (";) allows to solve the algebraic
equation f (";) = 0. This may be done by using the Newton
algorithm: one computes from the polynomial f ("; ) the
rst-order term " of each eigenvalue of A("). The terms
of higher order are obtained by repeating the process with
f (";  + " ). There are ecient algorithms [8] and implementations [22] to solve algebraic equations with polynomial
coecients. They can be used to compute (q) ("). Moreover, all rst-order terms can be determined from f (";).
However, the computation of the characteristic polynomial
f ("; ) of A(") should be avoided, especially if q is small. An
ecient way to handle MFPS matrices is then to use lazy
evaluation, which takes into account only a nite number
of terms of A("). Once the eigenvalues have been approximated, eigenvector computations consist in solving linear
systems of size n up to order q. (We will come back to this
point in Section 5.2).

(4)

with xij 2 C n and pi 2 Zthe valuation or leading exponent of xi ("), with leading coecient xi0 6= 0. The xi (")'s
are determined up to multiplication by FPS's. Hence, one
may assume that p1 = 0 and x10 6= 0. Then, xi0 is a (generalized) eigenvector of A0 associated with 0+.
We call approximation up to order q 2 Q of (") and
of thep +xqi (")'s their expansion truncated at order o("q ) and
o(" i ) respectively. These quantities are referred to by
(q) (") and x(iq) (") and satisfy

(") = (q) (") + o("q )

xi (") = xiq (") + o("
( )

2.2 On the LEM perturbation theory

Another approach consists in determining nondegeneracy
conditions on the rst terms A0 and A1 of A("), under which
" can be directly computed (see e.g. [3] x7, [17]). The process is then repeated with the matrix A(") " I . The rst
complete results in that direction were obtained by Lidskii
[15]. They also allow the computation of perturbation series
for the eigenvectors of A(") associated with simple eigenvalues.
For our algorithm we will use, when possible, the extension of Lidskii's results to perturbed eigenvalues due to Edelman and Ma [16]. They provide algebraic conditions on certain entries of A1 , which depend both on the Jordan structure of A0 and on the sparsity structure of A1 . Their nondegeneracy conditions generalize the ones initially given by
Lidskii. However, they are given in the case when all the Jordan blocks of A0 have the same dimension and when A1 has
upper k-Hessenberg blocks, i.e. A0  diag(J1 ; J2 ; : : : ; Jt )
where the Ji 's are Jordan blocks of size p (tp = n) and

pi+q ): (5)

In practice, C is replaced by an appropriate algebraic exten-n
sion K of Q, and the j 's and xij 's belong to K and K
respectively.
Thus, we actually address the question of determining
algorithmically (q) (") and the x(iq) (")'s for a given q 2 Q+.
Our approach is based on recent algorithms for the formal
reduction of linear di erential systems [2, 19]. Their adaptation to the case of an MFPS matrix A(") provides an effective way to split A(") into submatrices to which the LEM
perturbation theory may be applied.
In Section 2 we review two methods to compute approximations (5). The rst one is based on the characteristic
polynomial of A("). The second one consists in applying the
LEM perturbation theory and is the method we use in practice. We also recall some useful notions about regular matrix
pencils. Sections 3 and 4 contain our main results: we dene a reduced matricial form for MFPS matrices and give
an e ective way to block-diagonalize such reduced matrices
whose leading matrix is nilpotent. A reduction algorithm results from the combination of both techniques (Section 4.3).
In Section 5, we will show how approximated eigenvalues
and eigenvectors are simultaneoulsy provided when A(") is
diagonalizable. The reduction algorithm we propose may
also simplify the general case of A(") having a nontrivial
Jordan structure.

A11
A12
   A112tt 3
1
1
21
22
6 A1
A1    A1 77
6
2

A1 = 64 ..
..
. 7
.
.    .. 5
At11 At12    Att1

(6)

where every Aij1 is an upper k-Hessenberg matrix. (A0 is
supposed to be nilpotent without loss of generality.) If the
Jordan structure of A0 consists of blocks of various dimensions, there is no general formula making use of the sparsity
structure of A1 and we restrict ourselves to Lidskii's nondegeneracy conditions, as reviewed in [17]. Notice that when
some conditions are not satis ed, the number of " 's we
get is strictly smaller than n.
It has been shown that the above structure (6) is
invariant under similarities Q such that Q 1 A0 Q is
in Jordan normal form [11]. Thus, in practice, the
LEM perturbation theory may be used as follows.

2 Preliminaries and previous results
We denote by rst-order term the quantity " where  = j
is the rst nonzero j in expansion (2). For an eigenvalue
(") with rst-order term " , we say that  and are its
leading coecient and leading exponent respectively. We call
O("q ) (resp. o("q )) eigenvalue an eigenvalue (") equal to 0
2

leading matrix A0 is nilpotent, and we have no information
on the rst-order terms of the eigenvalues. However, when
A(") is in CRV form, we can often say more. Indeed, if
the smallest exponent is an integer value, and if the valuation v is maximal, then both quantities are equal and the
nonzero eigenvalues of A0 are the leading coecients of the
eigenvalues of A(") of valuation v.
Minimizing the number of columns of smallest valuation is inspired by Moser's reduction [18] for linear di erential systems in the neighborhood of a singular point. Its
main interest is illustrated by Proposition 1. Moser provided an algorithm whose adaptation to the algebraic case,
called algebraic-Moser [11], computes an invertible polynomial matrix T (") such that the resulting transformed matrix A~(") = T 1 (")A(")T (") has a minimum number of
columns of valuation, the valuation of A("). When the minimum is zero, the valuation has increased and one may iterate on A~("). Otherwise, the maximal valuation has been
obtained and A~(") is in CRV form. Following Moser [18,
p.387], it can be shown that a minimization criteria is that
the polynomial

A(") 2 F nn .

Input:
Output: a subset of the set of all leading terms " .
A Jordan(A ; Q);
0

A1

Q 1 A1 Q;

0

Init k depending on the sparsity structure of A1 ;
Compute the algebraic conditions according to
[16, pp.59-61] or [17, p.798];
For every satis ed condition, return the corresponding
leadings terms;
As stated in the introduction, we will use this algorithm
after having transformed A("). We will see in Section 3
that the e ect of such a transformation is easier to see if
one rewrites A(") as a regular matrix pencil. Hence a few
reminders on the subject (see e.g. [9] for more details).

2.3 Regular matrix pencils

Let N and D be n by n square matrices with coecients in
F and  an indeterminate. The matrix N D is called
a regular matrix pencil if det(N D) 6 0. The roots
of the polynomial P () = det(N D) are called the nite eigenvalues of the regular matrix pencil N D. If
d = deg(P ) < n, the pencil has an in nite eigenvalue of
multiplicity n d. If D = I (identity matrix), the nite
eigenvalues are the eigenvalues of N in the usual sense. In
this case and more generally if det D 6= 0, one has d = n and



Input: A(") 2 F nn .
Output: T (") 2 Mn (K ["]) invertible, 0 6  2 K [].
T (") I ; v
1; v~ valuation(A("));
while v~ > v
v v~;
(; U (")) algebraic-Moser(A("))
A(") U (")A(")U (");
v~ valuation(A("));
T (") T (")U (");
endwhile.

the multiplicity of the eigenvalue at in nity is zero. Using
multiplication on the left and on the right by invertible constant square matrices leads to the Weierstrass normal form
for regular pencils [9]. It has the form diag(I H; J I ),
where H is an n d by n d nilpotent matrix in Jordan
normal form and J a d by d matrix in Jordan normal form.
Notice that the polynomial P is the characteristic polynomial of the matrix J . However, in practice one avoids the
computation of the Weierstrass normal form, for it may introduce algebraic extensions of the eld considered. Instead,
we will use a rational block{diagonal form [19]


N 11 D11



N

22

D

22



() = "rank(A0 ) det A"0 + A1 I
"=0
does not vanish identically in . Hence we obtain the
following algorithm to compute a CRV form of A("):

1

The CRV form may be seen as a special case of the classical
CR (column reduced) form for polynomial matrices [27,
p.27], where one considers the point at in nity. Furthermore, we work with similarity transformations instead of
elementary column transformations.
Proposition 1 Let A(") be in CRV form and  be its associated polynomial. Let  be a root of  with multiplicity m.
Then A(") has m eigenvalues of the form

(7)

such that det(N 11 D11 )  1 and det(N 22 D22 )  P .
This allows to separate the in nite and nite eigenvalues of
the regular matrix pencil N D.

3 A column reduced (by valuation) form

(") = "v+1 + o("v+1 ):
Proof Let Ci denote the i-th column of A(") and val(Ci )

We introduce here the matricial form for A(") which is at
the root of our reduction algorithm. The computation of
such a form provides both an integer inferior bound for the
smallest leading exponent, and a polynomial we will use in
Section 4 to split this form.
De nition 1 A matrix A(") 2 F nn is said to be column
reduced by valuation (CRV) if it has both a maximal valuation v and a minimal number of nonzero columns of valuation v, among all similar matrices.
The valuation of a CRV matrix is smaller than the smallest leading exponent of the eigenvalues. If the valuation
is strictly smaller than the smallest leading exponent, the

its valuation. It will prove convenient to write
A(") = "v+1N (")D 1 (")
with
D 1 (") = diag(" 1 ; : : : ; " n )
and where the i 's are de ned by
i = min(0; val(Ci ) v 1):
3

(8)

Notice that N (") is an FPS matrix, and

4 Computing perturbed eigenvalues

det D(") = "rank(A0 ) :
This allows to express the eigenproblem det(A(")v+1I ) = 0
in terms of the generalized eigenproblem det(" N (")
D(")) = 0. Indeed, the eigenvalues of the regular matrix
pencil
N (") D(")
(9)

We can now describe a reduction algorithm which computes
approximation (q) (") of (5). At each step, the CRV form
is computed and, in order to apply the LEM theory, the
resulting matrix is block-diagonalized (or \split") into two
blocks. This splitting result is shown in Lemma 1. We begin
with the three following elementary operations which will be
used throughout the reduction algorithm:
O1 Similarity transformation with polynomial transformation matrices. The eigenvalues are preserved by this
operation.
O2 Substitution " = c"~r for a number
c 2 C and r 2 N.
The new matrix is A~(~") = A(c"~r ). Such an operation
occurs when an eigenvalue contains a rami cation (see
Section 4.2). The method we use to compute the value
of c is borrowed from Duval [8]. It is motivated by
eciency reasons and leads to minimal algebraic extensions of the eld K .
O3 Change of eigenvalue (") = " + ~(") where 0 6=  2
K . Using operation O2 one can suppose that is an
integer. The new matrix is given by A~(") = A(")
" I .
Lemma 1 Let N (") D(") be a regular FPS matrix pencil
with leading term

are exactly the eigenvalues of A(") mutiplied by "v+1 . The
associated polynomial  can now be computed from the leading term of N (") D("):


(")
det(N0 D0 ) = det D(") det A
"v+1 I



"=0


= "rank(A0 ) det A"0 + A1 I
"=0
= () ;


and it is well known [3, Theorem 1 p.351] that the constant
terms of the nite eigenvalues of the pencil N (") D(")
are the nite eigenvalues of its leading pencil N0 D0 . 2
Hence, we know precisely that there are n deg  eigenvalues of vA+1(") whose leading exponent lies in [v;v + 1[, and
deg  O(" ) eigenvalues. This is illustrated by Example 1.
A particular case occurs when  is a (nonzero) constant.
Example 1 Consider the companion matrix
6

1

1

1

"3
"2

1

such that
N~ (") D~ (") = T 1 (") (N (") D(")) S (")
is block-diagonal with the same structure as N~0 D~ 0 =
N0 D0 .

whose ve eigenvalues satisfy

1;2 (") = "3=2 + o("3=2 ) ; 3 (") = "2 + o("2 );
4 (") = 2"2 + o("2) ; 5 (") = o("2):
One can verify that   0. Reducing A(") yields the trans-

Proof The proof is essentially the same as the proof originally given by the second author [19, Proposition 2.1] in
a di erential context. It is constructive and shows how to
compute the terms of T (") and S (") successively.
Formally comparing the coecients of "i (i  1) in
(N (") D("))S (") T (")(N~ (") D~ (")) = 0

formation matrix

"7 0
6 0 "6
6
2

T (") = 64 0 0

0 0
0 0

"7 4"75 6"57 3
0
" 4" 3 77
"4 0
" 7
0 "2
0 5
0

0



If N011
disjoint spectra, then there exist invertible FPS matrices
S (") = I + S1 " +    ; T (") = I + T1 " +    ;

2"10 3
2"7 77
3"5 75

2

A(") = 664



11
11
N0 D0 = N0 D0 N 22 D22 :
0
0
D011 and N022 D022 are regular matrix pencils with

1

yields

such that A~(") = T 1 (")A(")T (") is of valuation 1. Because of 1;2 , this value is maximal among all the matrices similar to A("). The associated polynomial is () =
( 1)( 2) 6 0. Thus, A~(") is in CRV form and the
roots of its associated polynomial  appear in accordance
with Proposition 1 as the leading (possibly zero) coecients
of the eigenvalues 3 , 4 and 5 . We will see in Section
4.2 that since n = 5 and d = deg  = 3 > 0, A~(") can
be block-diagonalized into two square matrices of respective
dimensions n d = 2 and d = 3.

N0 Si Ti N0 N~i = Pi
D0 Si Ti D0 D~ i = Qi

(10)

with Pi, Qi depending on terms of N~ ("), D~ ("), S (") and
T (") of order lower than i. Consider the \ansatze"




S (") = VI(") UI(") ; T (") = XI(") WI(") (11)
where U("), V("), W(") and X(") are FPS matrices of valuation 1, whose dimensions are given by the block-structure

4

of N0 D0 . Inserting (11) into (10) leads to the following
system of simultaneous matrix equations
(N011 D011 )Wi Ui (N022 D022 ) = Pi12 Q12
i
(12)
(N022 D022 )Xi Vi (N011 D011 ) = Pi21 Q21
i
with obvious notations. One applies to (12) a result of Chu
[7] saying that a simultaneous matrix equation de ned by
two regular pencils has a unique solution if and only if the
spectra of the pencils have an empty intersection. This allows to compute






with

A~ii (") = "v+1 N~ ii (")(D~ ii(")) 1 ; i 2 f1; 2g:
The n d by n d block A~11 (") is in CRV form, has valuation v and associated polynomial equal to det(I H )  1.
Its leading matrix is nilpotent. Consequently, all its eigenvalues have a leading exponent in ]v;v +1[. This case, which

appears to be the most dicult, can be handled as described
in the next paragraph. The d by d block A~22 (") has valuation at least v and associated polynomial det(J I )  .
It may be not in CRV form andv+1its leading matrix may be
nilpotent. This matrix has O(" ) eigenvalues only, and it
can be treated recursively after a possible CRV step.
Example 2 Consider the CRV form provided in the previous example



Ti = Vi Ui ; Si = Xi Wi :

2
Lemma 1 generalizes the classic matrix splitting
(N (") = A("), D(") = I , [25, 21]). An algorithm
based both on the CRV form and on Lemma 1 can now
be designed. It is divided into three sub{cases described
in Sections 4.1 and 4.2, where we suppose A(") is in CRV
form. The main case distinction is made depending on the
structure of the leading matrix A0 .
The result follows by induction.

0 "2
6" 0
A(") = 664 0 "2
0 0
0 0

i=1

"2



This is the classic case. (It has been treated similarly in the
di erential case [2, 14, 20, 6].) The characteristic polynomial
of A0 factors in K as
r0
Y

2"3 6"2 3
0
7
7
0
7:
5
0

One has N0 D0  diag(N011 D011 ; N022 D022 ) where

4.1 The matrix A0 has several eigenvalues

det(A0 I ) =

4"2 6"2
0
0
0
0
"2 02
0
"

2



N D = 01 41  ;
2
3
1  1
0
22
22
 1 5:
N0 D0 = 4 0
6
6 4 
11
0

( i )ci :

11
0

By recursively applying Lemma 1 starting with N (") = A(")
and D(") = I , A(") is splitted into r0 matrices Aii (") of dimension ci with leading matrix admitting i as a unique
eigenvalue. If i 6= 0, operation O3 reduces Aii (") to the
case of a nilpotent leading matrix. Notice that the knowledge of the splitting eld of det(A0 I ) is not required in
practice, and computations can be done up to conjugation.

N011 D011 has one double in nite eigenvalue, N022 D022
has three nite eigenvalues 0, 1 and 2. By computing (the
rst terms of) T (") and S ("), one splits A(") into 2 by 2

4.2 The matrix A0 is nilpotent

A~ (") = 4

and 3 by 3 blocks satisfying


22

We aim to apply Lemma 1 in a nontrivial way to A(") in
CRV form, in order to achieve a further splitting. Write
A(") = "v+1 N (")D 1(") with D(") de ned as in (8), and
recall that  = det(N0 D0 ) 6 0. Let d = deg .


0
6" + 44"3
2

6"

2

0

42"

4"

2

3

"2



22"
0

"2

3

4" + 22"
2

+ o("3 ) ;
3
5

3

+ o("3):

Rami ed case. If d = 0, i.e.  is a nonzero constant polynomial, then all eigenvalues are of the form
(") = "v (" + o(" )) ;  6= 0 ; = k=r 2 ]0; 1[:
More precisely, (k; r) 2 N  N, r  2 and gcd(k; r) = 1.
The main diculty is to determine the set R of all the
rami cations r involved. Recall that n denotes the dimension of A("). If n > 3, R is not trivial and the LEM pertur-

Case when splitting is possible.
may assume that N0

A~11 (") = " 10"20 134"3
2
"2
"2

If d > 0, one
D0 is in the rational form (7), i.e.


11
11
N0 D0 = N0 D0 N 22 D22 :
0
0
11
11
22
22
with det(N0 D0 )  1 and det(N0 D0 )  . The
two blocks of N0 D0 are regular pencils with disjoint
spectra. Hence, according to Lemma 1, there exist S ("),
T (") which transform N (") D(") into
 11

N~ (") D~ 11 (")
N~ 22 (") D~ 22 (")
with block sizes n d and d. Finally, we obtain
 11

~
T 1 (")A(")T (") = A (") A~22 (")

bation theory may be used as described in Section 2.2. When
a nongeneric case occurs, i.e. we have only a partial knowledge of the whole set R, all the rami cations r 2 f2; : : : ; ng
are systematically considered.
For each rami cation r found, operation O2 allows to
apply recursion to A~(~"), only looking for eigenvalues of the
form
~ (~") = ~"~k + o(~"k ) ; ~ 6= 0:

5

4.3 Reduction algorithm
We use splitting and LEM to denote the algorithms

used is minimal, and we avoid the introduction of useless rami cations as much as possible.
 Lemma 1 can be specialized to compute upper blocktriangular pencils instead of block-diagonal pencils.
The advantage is simpler unimodular transformation
matrices, typically




I
U
(
"
)
I
W
(
"
)
S (") =
; T (") =
:

associated with Lemma 1 and the LEM perturbation theory
respectively. The splitting requires an FPS matrix pencil
and a polynomial. In pseudocode we have the following
reduction algorithm for computing approximations up to
order q of all eigenvalues of A(").

Input: A(") 2 F nn , q 2 Q .
Output:  = fiq (")gi ::p , = fTi q (")gi
 ;;
fI g; p 1;
while v  q

I

+

( )

( )

=1

::p .

Readers familiar with the Newton diagram [3, 17] may
also see the reduction algorithm as a way to split the Newton diagram (vertical dashed lines on the diagrams below).
It separates integer slopes v from groups of rational slopes
lying between two consecutive integer slopes v and v + 1.
The three cases described in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 are respectively:

=1

T , , A(") transform A(") into CRV form;
update T 0 0previously
associated with A("), i.e.
n T [ fT 0 T g;
if A0ii has r0  2 distinct eigenvalues
fA (") ; Ti gi=1::r0 splitting(A("); I; det(A0 I ));
p 0 p0 + r0 1;
,
recursion on fAii (") i "v I gi=1::r0
only considering
valuations
v0 > v0; 0 0
v
0
0
0
update  = fi " +  :  2  g, = fTi T : T 2 g;
else A0 is nilpotent
if deg  = 0
LEM(A("));
try r 2 f2; : : : ; ng in nongeneric cases;
recursion on rami ed matrices;
update  and with O2 operations;

v

v

p 0 p0 + 1;

+1

v

+1

+1

v

v

v

Example 1 corresponds to the second Newton diagram.
The matrix A(") in (1) is seen in [16] as a pathological
exception and the LEM theory does not apply to it since one
nondegeneracy condition is not satis ed. By applying the
reduction algorithm to this problem, we now get the complete solution. Indeed, it block-diagonalizes A(") into two
matrices of respective dimensions 2 and 3, whose respective Newton diagrams result from a splitting of the Newton
diagram of A("):

else
write A(") = "v N (")D (");
fAii (") ; Ti gi :: splitting(N ("); D("); );
+1

I

1

=1 2

,
recursion on A11 (") and A22 (");
 = 0 ; update = fTi T 0 : T 0 2 0 g;

endif
endif
endwhile.

)

Notice that the matrices T and Ti are all n by n matrices
(if necessary, we complete with ones on the diagonal). They
depend on ". Suppose for simplicity that no rami cation
appears in the eigenvalues. The ouput consists of two sets
 and , each of size p  n. The set  contains p truncated
Laurent-Puiseux series approximating the n eigenvalues
(") up to order q. (Two distinct (") may have the same
approximation (iq) (") and eigenvalues whose coecients
are complex numbers given by roots of unity are counted
as a single eigenvalue.) The set contains invertible FPS
matrices Ti(q) (") associated with the (iq) (")'s and such that




1
(Ti(q) (")) A(") (iq) (")I Ti(q) (") = 0 B (q0) (") (13)
i
with Bi(q) (") of valuation q, nilpotent up to order q. The
size of Bi(q) (") equals the multiplicity of (iq) (").
The following two remarks can be made concerning the
eciency of the algorithm:
 Block-diagonalization provided by Lemma 1 obviously
reduces to problems of smaller dimensions. As a consequence, the size of the algebraic extensions e ectively

and

Here, the nal valuation is v = 0 and
p
p
() = ( 25 + 8 7585 )( 25 8 7585 ):
Necessarily, R = f3g. Hence the ring of radius 1=3. (The
rst resulting Newton diagram consists of a single slope 1=3.)
The roots of  provide the other
p two eigenvalues, of valuation v + 1 = 1: 4;5 (") = 25 87585 " + o("). ( is thus the
Newton polynomial associated with the slope 1 of the second
resulting Newton diagram.)

4.4 Implementation

The reduction algorithm has been implemented in the MP
package and can be run by calling function eigenvals. This
function returns all the (q) (")'s, together with their multiplicity and their associated block. Further, lazy evaluation
for MFPS matrices is the one of ISOLDE package [19, xIII].
This technique allows to handle MFPS matrices and to compute a nite number of terms of S (") and T ("), which are
necessary for reduction up to order q.
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 3

The algorithm has been tested on both polynomial
and rational functions matrices A("), whose dimension n
ranges from 10 to 100. Some test-examples are available
at http://www-lmc.imag.fr/jeannero/. In general, our
approach proves to be clearly faster than computing the
whole characteristic polynomial with Berkowitz algorithm
[1]. This is especially true when the approximation order q
is small { namely, q = 2.

2






+ 1485273112982604473329
"2 ; 2; A1 ;
20340266872042221000
42741506602974173
1019840291319369
4953
500




We now consider the possibility of getting some eigenvector approximations by using the reduction algorithm given
above. By means of a rami cation, we may assume in this
section that r = 1. Let (q) (") be an approximation of ("),
of multiplicity m. Recall that, in practice, the reduction
algorithm leads to




1
(T (q) (")) A(") (q) (")I T (q) (") =  B (q0) (")

90943555623193439
4164021419571754



" 2 ; 2 ; A4

65867
21091



"; 0; 98238
"2 ; 0; 1; 0; 0; 0
1979

65867
0; 21091
"; 0;

98238
1979



"2 ; 0; 1; 0; 0

where A4 stands for B (2) (") (q = 2, m = 2). Since the
valuation of these two vectors equals 0, the algorithm has
computed approximations up to order 2 of the eigenvectors
associated with the two eigenvalues
of A(") whose approxi90943555623193439 2
17
" . The six
mation up to order 2 is 50
4164021419571754
other eigenvectors of A(") can be approximated the same
way.

5.2 General case: a partial result

with B (q) (") of valuation q, nilpotent up to order q, and
of size m. By using (3) and setting x(q1) (")  0, the approximated eigenvectors de ned in (5) can be characterized
by

Here B (q) (") is no longer in Jordan canonical form and approximated (generalized) eigenvectors can not be retrieved
directly from the columns of T (q) (").
Suppose that m = n. We want to compute a set of
vectors fx(iq) (")g which satisfy (14). When setting

(14)

xiq (") = T q (")yi q (")

= q valuation(T (q) (")) ;
it appears that it is sucient to solve the problem
( )

5.1 Semi-simple eigenvalue case

Assume rst that the Jordan canonical form of A(") is diagonal. Then, (14) reduces to

( )

( )

B (q) (")yi(q) (") = x~ (iq)1 (") + o(" )

(A(") (q) (")I )x(1q) (") = o("q ):

with x~ (iq)1 (") = T (q) (") 1 x(iq)1 ("). If i = 1, this reduces to

q (") is 0 up to o("q ).

In this case, it can be shown [12] that B
(B (q) (") is in Jordan canonical form up to order q.) Consequently, the last m columns of the matrix T (q) (") we compute provide approximations of eigenvectors x1 ("). Hence
the second function eigenvects added into MP, which collects such eigenvector approximations. Notice that if the
valuation v of one of these columns di ers from zero, the
approximation holds up to order q v.
As a particular case, suppose that A(") is hermitian
8" 2 R. Notice that in this situation the eigenelements of
A(") contain no rami cation (see e.g. [3, p.21], [13, p.120]).
Thus, only the CRV form and the classic splitting are needed
(Sections 3 and 4.1). In the reduction algorithm, we do not
take the most dicult step (Section 4.2), and approximations of both the eigenvalues and the eigenvectors are provided simultaneously. This was used in a semi-conductor
context to diagonalize up to order 2 various Kane matrices
resulting from the discretization of a Schrodinger operator
[12]. A session example is displayed below.
( )

B (q) (")y1(q) (") = o(" ):

(15)
Hence a linear system to be solved up to a given order. If
i  2, one has to solve a problem of size n  (n + 1) similar
to (15) by writing




i
(q )
B (q) (") ; x~ (iq)1 (") : yi 1(") = o(" ):
In the general case m  n, we consider only the last m
columns (resp. rows) of T (q) (") (resp. T (q) (") 1 ), and we
complete the computed eigenvectors with n m 0's.
h

To solve problem (15), one may either use modular
fraction-free Gaussian elimination [10], or see (15) as a vector Hermite Pade approximant problem and eciently compute a -basis for it [4]. However, among the n vectors of
the -basis, one should be able to decide which vectors are
to be disregarded while iterating the process.
The advantages of this reduction algorithm-based approach in comparison to a direct computation on the matrix
A(") are the following: 1) Computations are done on independent systems of smaller dimension. 2) As a result, this
reduces the necessary calculations with algebraic numbers
and rami cations.

> with(ISOLDE):
> with(MP);
[eigenvals,eigenvects]
> read kane: # A:= a modified 8 by 8 Kane matrix
#
depending on parameter epsilon
> eigenvals(A,epsilon,0,2);

17
50

> eigenvects(A4,epsilon);

5 Application: eigenvector approximation

(A(") (q) (")I )x(iq) (") = x(iq)1 (") + o("q ):

 

"2 ; 2; A3 ;



" 2 ; 2 ; A2 ;

# epsilon ~ 0, q = 2
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We have shown that using the CRV form of an MFPS matrix A(") leads to a nonclassic splitting of A("). Then, the
LEM perturbation theory can be applied to the resulting
submatrices. Combining the three CRV, splitting and LEM
algorithms provides an ecient way to compute perturbed
eigenvalue approximations, using a nite number of terms
of A("). Some of the tools used in the reduction algorithm
and its implementation are borrowed from both numerical
linear algebra and linear di erential systems. As an application, we have shown how to approximate the perturbed
eigenvectors. When A(") is diagonalizable, both eigenvalues and eigenvectors are provided simultaneously, whereas
in the general case, the eigenvectors are obtained after the
eigenvalues have been computed.
An ideal algorithmic treatment would compute both
eigenvector and eigenvalue "-expansions at the same time.
This has been initiated by Lidskii, Vishik and Lyusternik
[23, 15]: in [23], a recurrence process is given which provides, for simple eigenvalues only, the set fx(1q) (")g under
some sucient conditions on A("). However, progressively
approximating not only eigenvectors but a Jordan normal
form is more dicult since, while running the reduction algorithm, some eigenvector changes may appear between two
splitting steps. It would be of interest to provide a generalized reduction algorithm that deals with such discontinuities.
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